Strat 1
Unsound: inconsistent with national policy as set out in the NPPF
• This is a totally new SODC Local plan, as opposed to a revised version of 2033 Local Plan. It violates
section 18, having failed to be presented properly, according to the proper consultation process. It is
therefore legally questionable and unsound.
• It has not allowed sufficient time for proper consultation on crucial strategies, in particular a total
change of SODC policy in regard to building on the Oxford Green Belt. This is contrary to the NPPF.
• This new plan is a response to the Growth Board’s deal (£215m) toward nominal infrastructure for
Oxford, with OxLEP’s greedy economic conjecture: a political diktat rolled out over South Oxfordshire by
Oxford City Council, with no regard for local opinion or residents both inside and outside Oxford: Oxford
City Council trying to mastermind a land grab on Oxford’s Green Belt for a socalled unmet housing
‘need’, when in reality none exists.
• Oxford trying to develop all its brownfield sites into businesses (as opposed to housing). Oxford
choses not to build houses. Instead it is pushing its conjectural housing need onto SODC under the
duty to cooperate. SODC is effectively being bullied by Oxford City Council to provide housing
‘solutions’ for Oxford on the Green Belt: a blatant land grab that will result in the wrong sort of developer
led houses in the wrong places, mainly for incomers, and potentially for commuting to London.
• The NPPF stipulates that Green Belt land should be kept open in order to curb urban sprawl and keep
settlements separate. The health and wellbeing of the town or city is at stake: edge of city sprawl is not
in Oxford's interests. Much of the planned housing will be of the wrong sort: developer led, profit driven,
aimed at incomers, no provision of key worker housing (or relieving/ replacing the poorer housing
stock). Oxford should relinquish all its brownfield sites for housing, to combine business and
residential, before imposing houses ‘out of town’ onto the Oxford Green Belt, onto SODC land.
• Housing figures based on SHMA, in themselves questionable, have now been increased beyond all
reason by Growth Board deals with SODC , Cherwell and Oxford City, housing that is far in excess of
what was agreed for 2026 Local Plan. The methodology of assessing numbers is questionable, and
keeps changing. First SHMA 2014, then the SODC Local Plan to 2026, and now this 2034 local plan figures far in excess of what is ‘needed’.
• These development proposals in no way reflect local demographic need.
• Oxford City does not have a housing need, only a 'socalled' housing need based on Oxford's wishful
thinking. If Oxford were to develop its own brownfield sites into housing for key workers as opposed to
yet more businesses, or mixed business and residential, Oxford would have no need for edge of town
housing: a serious threat to the Oxford Green Belt.
• The GBelt is one of the most admiral planning success stories of the past 50 years. Every proposal to
build houses on the Oxford Green Belt makes this plan contrary to Government Policy (as laid out in the
NPPF) and therefore fundamentally unsound
• To argue that close proximity to Oxford is sustainable, on an assumption of increased employment
opportunity is a nonsense. Most of these ‘edge of city’ proposals have no existing infrastructure or
transport links into town, and will end up as car dependent. They will not benefit existing locals, are
aimed at incomers, and will only add to the pressure of traffic, pollution, and services
• There is no guarantee that any of the proposed houses will be the right houses in the right places for
the right people. Development led housing in itself produces formulaic housing that does nothing to
answer demographic need. Oxford already has an overload of people trying to get to the center of town
for work, it does not need more, it can barely deal with what it has.
• Oxford has a population of 154,000. It cannot sustain a doubling in population.
• At present it has a workforce of 45,000 – commuting into the center, and Hospitals. It cannot manage
more traffic, or people.

• Oxford’s geographical layout and natural features cannot sustain an increase on the scale that is
planned by the Growth Board. This is irresponsible, un-joined up greedy speculative thinking that will
ruin an Historic National Asset.

• Oxford will become unworkable and therefore unsustainable.
• Oxford should provide for its own housing, and SODC should concentrate on developing its own
economic opportunities with associated housing away from the Green Belt. Developer led housing for
incomers and commuters is not a reason to sacrifice the Green Belt.
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Q10. Would you like to participate at the oral part of the examination, which takes place
as part of the examination process?
Yes

Q11. Would you like to comment on another policy or paragraph?
Yes

Page 9: Part B - your comments

• The site is unsustainable, having no direct road access other than through Barton on to the
Bayswater Road, no natural access toward Oxford except via the bottom of Elsfield Road. WQoodeaton/
Elsfield junction floods regularly. It has standstill traffic commuting into Oxford in the mornings.
• A link road to the A40 implies incomers who will be commute into London. There is no costing for this
road, and this makes the site unsustainable, un-commercial, and potentially undeliverable.
•Para iii) An A40 link road would damage the Green Belt further, would quickly become a rat run onto
the A40/ M40. It would ring fence the houses and Oxford Crematorium. It would blight the surrounding
area and outlying villages, such as Beckley, Stanton St John with traffic noise and air pollution.
• There is no guarantee that any of the proposed houses will be the right sort of houses for Oxford. ie
affordable, for key workers: the economics don’t stack up. The density of 1100 implies executive,
commuter housing for which there absolutely is no ‘need’. Developers have a habit of building high
spec low density 4-5 bed houses for maximum profit unless forced to do otherwise.
.
• The field toward Sandhills behind Bayswater Farm is an important local recreational amenity used by
Barton and Sandhill residents alike, joining local communities. It is Green Belt. It should not be
become an housing infill land-grab by Oxford City.

Q52. Would you like to participate at the oral part of the examination, which takes place
as part of the examination process?
Yes

Q53. Would you like to comment on another policy or paragraph?
No

Page 106: Future contact preferences
Q354. As explained in our data protection statement, in line with statutory regulations you
will be contacted by the programme officer (and where necessary the council) with
relevant updates on the Local Plan. South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse District
Councils have a shared planning policy database. If you would like to be added to our
database to receive updates on other planning policy consultations, please tick the
relevant district box(es) below:
I would like to be added to the database to receive planning policy updates for South Oxfordshire

